
Brows + Tinting

Brow shape (15 – 30 mins)                                                  $30

Brow tint (15 mins)                                                               $15

Brow shape and tint  (20 mins)                                          $40

Brow shape and lip wax (15 mins)                                    $40

Brow shape, tint and lash tint (30 mins)                           $65

Brow shape, tint, lash and lip or chin (40 mins)              $70

Brow shape, tint, lash, lip and chin (40 mins)                  $75

Brow shape, tint, lash, lip, chin and face (40 mins)        $75

Lash tint (20 mins)                                                                $30

Brow shape, tint and lip wax (20 mins)                            $50

Brow Lamination                                                                  Enquire

A treat for your skin, beauty and wellbeing .

The Skin and Brow House opened in 2012 to 

provide a specialised eyebrow shaping 

business alongside a premium skincare 

salon.

Whether you are looking for waxing, tinting, a 

facial, a gift voucher or purchasing from the 

Environ skincare range, we will deliver a 

service that suits your schedule and skincare 

needs. Our aim is for you to relax and enjoy 

the whole experience and leave feeling your 

absolute best. 

P: 0411 445 194

A: 7 Grandview Cr, Killcare

Hair Removal

Lip wax (5 mins)                                                                              $15

Chin wax (5 mins)                                                                           $15

Lip and chin wax (10 mins)                                                           $20

Face wax (10 mins)                                                                        $15

Nose wax (5 mins)                                                                         $15

Lip, chin and face or nose wax (15 mins)                                  $30

Lip, chin, face and nose wax (20 mins)                                      $40

Half leg wax (25 mins)                                                                   $40

¾ leg wax (30 mins)                                                                       $45

Full leg wax (45 mins)                                                                    $50

Bikini wax (20 mins)                                                                       $30

Full bikini wax (45 mins)                                                               $50

Underarm wax (15 mins)                                                              $25

Arm wax (30 mins)                                                                         $40

Back wax (30 mins)                                                                        $50

Facials

Signature Facial (60 – 90 mins)                                                   $140

Peels (45 mins)                                                                               $80

Teen facial (45 mins)                                                                     $70

Needling (2 hours)                                                                        Enquire. Gift Cards

Available at www.theskinandbrowhouse.com

Brows + Tinting

Brow shape (15 – 30 mins)

Brow tint (15 mins)

Brow shape and tint (20 mins)

Brow shape and lip wax (15 mins)

Brow shape, tint and lip wax (20 mins)

Brow shape, tint and lash tint (30 mins)

Brow shape, tint, lash and lip or chin (40 mins)

Brow shape, tint, lash, lip and chin (40 mins)

Brow shape, tint, lash, lip, chin and face (40 mins)

Lash tint (20 mins)

Brow lamination

Facials

Susan's Signature Facial (60-70 mins)

Environ Vitamin Infused Signature Facial (90 mins)

Vitamin Boost (55 mins)

Peels (45 mins)

Teen facial (45 mins)

Needling (2 hours)

A treat for your skin, beauty & wellbeing.

The Skin & Brow House opened in 2012 to 

provide a specialized eyebrow shaping 

business alongside a premium skincare salon.

Whether you are looking for waxing, tinting, a 

facial, a gift voucher or purchasing from the 

Environ range, we will deliver a service that 

suits your schedule and skincare needs. Our 

aim is for you to relax and enjoy the whole 

experience and leave feeling your absolute 

best.

P:   0411 445 194

A:   7 Grandview Cr, Killcare
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Hair Removal

Lip wax (5 mins)

Chin wax (5 mins)

Face wax (10 mins)

Nose wax (5 mins)

Lip and chin (10 mins)

Lip, chin and face or nose wax (15 mins)

Lip, chin, face and nose wax (20 mins)

Half leg wax (25 mins)

¾ leg wax (30 mins)

Full leg wax (45 mins)

Bikini wax (20 mins)

Full bikini wax (45 mins)

Underarm wax (15 mins)

Arm wax (30 mins)

Back wax (30 mins)

Gift Cards

Available at www.theskinandbrowhouse.com
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